
AUTOMATE 
BETTER EXPERIENCES
HOTEL OPERATIONS
REIMAGINED

HONEYWELL HOSPITALITY

Give guests experiences that bring them back, while managing 
energy use and streamlining your operations – with Honeywell  
building automation for hospitality



AUTOMATE OUTCOMES
THAT BUILD YOUR BRAND

Our goal for hospitality is built on three pillars:  To help your hotel 
find the optimal balance of delightful guest experiences, smarter 
operations, and energy management that support sustainability 
goals, whether you operate a single property or a global portfolio.

By pairing our industry-leading automation for guestrooms and 
buildings with innovative capabilities designed for hospitality, we’re 
committed to helping you achieve outcomes that build your brand.

ENHANCE GUEST EXPERIENCES  
Provide seamless, guest-centered experiences that build loyalty and the bottom  
line by bringing comfort to guests throughout the property. 

Responsive lighting, drapery, and HVAC systems, give guests comfort that’s easy  
to customize with controls and automation that remain out of sight, and out of mind  
when not needed. 

We can also help you make guest stays more than a home away from home by 
integrating your own blend of personalized services and smart-room capabilities,  
with data and automation to keep it running smoothly  
 

SUPPORT SUSTAINABILITY GOALS 
Optimize energy use in guestrooms and common areas. 

Better manage energy and support environmental, social, and governance (ESG)  
goals with building systems that adapt automatically to save energy in unoccupied 
rooms and spaces, while optimizing comfort and air quality when people are present.

Dashboards and reports also track and compare energy use from asset to portfolio 
level, enabling data-driven decisions for your ESG goals.

These capabilities can fit properties of any type and size, from easy do-it-yourself 
options that scale up to full smart-building integration.  
 

OPTIMIZE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
Streamline workflows without staff increases using automation and analytics.

With capabilities and dashboards that are easy to learn for multiple needs, staff 
can use data-driven coordination to anticipate and respond to guest needs faster – 
from predictive maintenance and optimized housekeeping assignments to remote 
monitoring of multiple properties.

You can also expand capabilities and results at any time by integrating additional 
systems, such as your property management system (PMS) and Internet of Things 
(IoT) features for hospitality, as well as security, fire safety, and building automation.



STREAMLINE  
SECURE ACCESS 
& SURVEILLANCE

MONITOR FIRE 
& LIFE SAFETY

CONTROL & AUTOMATE 
BUILDING OPERATIONS

AUTOMATE GUESTROOM 
EXPERIENCES & 
ENERGY SAVINGS

TRACK & MANAGE 
SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

EVERY BUILDING SYSTEM CONNECTS WITH HONEYWELL

INNCOM GUESTROOM 
AUTOMATION  
From limited-service hotels to full-service 
resorts, our INNCOM platform has earned a 
40-year reputation for energy management 
while keeping guests comfortable.

The INNCOM platform gives you a 
modular energy management system 
(EMS) for guestrooms that’s easy to 
expand so you can scale up as needed:

• Standalone EMS: INNCOM EMS  
     thermostats with built-in motion  
     sensors provide occupant detection  
     for energy efficiency that doesn’t  
     compromise comfort 

• Advanced EMS: Door sensors add  
     faster, more precise occupant detection

• Guestroom IoT: Integrate the widest  
     selection of third-party hotel       
     technologies – door locks, lighting,  
     drapes and shades, voice control,  
     minibars and more

• Networked EMS: PMS integration fully  
     optimizes guestroom energy use  
 

BUILDING CONTROL & 
AUTOMATION 
Whether you need a building management 
system (BMS) preconfigured for easy 
training or one that’s fully customizable, 
we offer the full spectrum of capabilities – 
and our experts can help you identify the 
most cost-effective options for your goals.

• Remote management makes it easy to  
     operate, analyze, and benchmark any  
     number of properties  

• Unify building systems such as HVAC,  
     fire safety, security video, and access  
     control into an interactive map of 
     your site

• Use real-time sensing and automation  
     to optimize energy use, comfort, and  
     other system-performance metrics  
     throughout the property  
 

SAFETY & SECURITY 
For decades, we’ve helped buildings 
of every size and complexity get the 
capabilities they need to protect people,  
property, and operations.

• Simplify fire and life safety with cloud- 
     based digital integration for remote  
     alerts and management, and faster  
     maintenance and testing  

• Detect fire, smoke, and other  
     hazards earlier

• Improve emergency responses and  
     communications

• Optimize security and video  
     monitoring with AI-based analytics

• Streamline secure access with easy  
     customization for multiple roles

• Reinforce cybersecurity for your  
     building’s operational technologies (OT) 
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Honeywell Hospitality 
12 Clintonville Road

Northford, CT 06472

1-800-543-1999

hwll.co/HoneywellHospitality

Reimagine what your hotel can achieve, with Honeywell 
hwll.co/hospitality

http://hwll.co/honeywellhospitality
http://hwll.co/hospitality

